PLEASE READ pages 4-5 of the Summer School Brochure*

Please FILL OUT and ATTACH this schedule to whatever your child will be carrying. Since we ask that you send a packed lunch each day, one good way to ensure your child does not lose his schedule is to attach this to their LUNCHBOX or BACKPACK.

We use "The Rope" method to get young children from class to class. After each period, children are lined up holding onto a rope. The class aide is at the front of the line holding/leading the train of kids from classroom to classroom. Aides find your child’s classes by reading the child’s schedule, which YOU will attach to them. If you do not give your child their schedule or if your child loses their schedule, the aides will need to look it up in the office and your child will be late to class. First and second graders will always be walked to class. Other children will be helped the first few days, with assistance tapering off within the first week as they accustom themselves to their schedules. Many older children like to be walked to class the entire run of a session, and this is fine.

SCHEDULE for ________________________________ (name)

1° ____________________________________________  Room _______

2° ____________________________________________  Room _______

3° ____________________________________________  Room _______

4° ____________________________________________  Room _______